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a b s t r a c t

We present opportunistic resource utilization networks or oppnets, a novel paradigm of spe-
cialized ad hoc networks. We believe that applications can benefit from using specialized
ad hoc networks that provide a natural basis for them, the basis more efficient and effective
than what general-purpose ad hoc networks can offer. Oppnets constitute the subcategory
of ad hoc networks where diverse systems, not employed originally as nodes of an oppnet,
join it dynamically in order to perform certain tasks they have been called to participate in.
Oppnets have a significant potential to improve a variety of applications, and to create new
application niches. We categorize opportunistic networks currently known in the literature
as class 1 opportunistic networks that use opportunistically only communication resources,
and class 2 opportunistic networks or oppnets that use opportunistically all kinds of
resources, including not only communication but also computation, sensing, actuation,
storage, etc. After describing the oppnets and the basics of their operation, we discuss
the Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM)—a proposed standard implementation framework for
oppnet applications. It is followed by a discussion of an example application scenario using
the OVM primitives. Next, we discuss the design and operations of a small-scale oppnet,
named MicroOppnet, originally developed as a proof of concept. MicroOppnet is now being
extended to serve as a testbed for experimentation and pilot implementations of oppnet
architectures and their components. We conclude with a summary and a list of some open
issues for oppnets.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

An emerging technology can be defined [6] as: ‘‘One whose science, basic principles and theory are understood, and at
least some useful applications are recognized. However, the potential is mostly unfulfilled as evidenced by a lack of signif-
icant products, possibly by the lack of market demand or need.” Another definition [20] adds: ‘‘Emerging technologies are
new and potentially [our emphasis] disruptive technologies which have the potential to significantly change everyday life
in the near future. A disruptive technology supersedes or marginalizes an existing dominant technology or status quo prod-
uct in the market.” Of course, the positive effects of this disruptiveness must marginalize the negative ones for the technol-
ogy to become successful. In the computing systems domain, the former may include reduction of time and costs of system
development and easier application use, and the latter typically include dealing with legacy systems and ‘‘legacy thinking” of
the software industry and users of systems based on new paradigms.
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Wikipedia’s List of Emerging Technologies [20] shows ‘‘Wireless communication” as an emerging technology that is set to
disrupt ‘‘Wired communication.” Many specialized or specific technology paradigms within the broad category of ‘‘Wireless
communication”—such as ad hoc and mesh networks, mobile networks, and sensor networks—could as well be termed
‘‘emerging.” They bring with them a promise of significant improvements in application development or use.

We present opportunistic resource utilization networks or oppnets—a novel paradigm for specialized ad hoc networks. Opp-
nets have all the traits of an emerging technology. (As explained below, they can be viewed as a generalization of the notion
of opportunistic networks that are opportunistic just in their communications or data forwarding functions.) Oppnets can
comprise both wired and wireless devices or subnetworks, so they can be viewed as another specialized solution within
the ‘‘emerging” wireless communication category.

We believe that applications can benefit from using specialized ad hoc networks that can provide a natural basis for them,
the basis more efficient and effective than what general-purpose ad hoc networks can offer. The practice of building special-
ized ad hoc networks is well established. (Mobile ad hoc networks, ad hoc wireless sensor networks, and ad hoc P2P systems
are perhaps the best-known categories of specialized ad hoc networks. Another category—opportunistic networks—is less
popular but gaining ground as well.) Yet, many proposed technical solutions are not generally applicable to all ad hoc net-
works and to systems based on them, being too inefficient for specific application classes or individual applications. This rel-
ative lack of application support (including the lack of sufficient quality of service or QoS guarantees) is perhaps the most
neglected of today’s crucial challenges facing ad hoc networks. Others—including variable topology, component heterogene-
ity, limited power supply and the need for effective energy-efficient designs—are investigated much more actively.

Specialized ad hoc networks [13,32] provide application-oriented divide-and-conquer approach to ad hoc networking and
system research and development—rather than one-size-fits-all general approach, maybe unattainable. Oppnets are special-
ized ad hoc networks and enable building specialized ad hoc systems.

We provide description of the paradigm and its pilot version. We illustrate its use with examples mostly from the domain
of emergency preparedness and response (EPR) [25].

1.1. How oppnets alleviate resource utilization challenges and their communication underpinnings

Oppnets have an outstanding potential for a truly beneficially ‘‘disruptive” effect on existing technologies. They can make
applications using them significantly more effective and efficient, in particular by providing these applications a wealth of
communication modes, sensing devices, and other tools. By their very nature of relying on growth and expansion (discussed
shortly), oppnets are highly adaptive, can be exploited for achieving highly reliable and dependable operation in highly
dynamic and unforeseeable situations.

One of the reasons for outstanding potential of oppnets and oppnet-based applications—to be explained later—is their
ability to contribute towards their objectives at a very low or no cost (the latter especially—but not only—in emergency sit-
uations) via employing armies of so called ‘‘helpers,” mobilized by oppnets. This oppnet potential is realized by leveraging
the wealth of pervasive resources and capabilities that are within an oppnet’s reach. This is often a treasure that remains
useless due to ‘‘linguistic” barriers. Different devices and systems are either unable to speak to each other, or do not even
try to communicate. They remain on different wavelengths—sometimes literally, always at least metaphorically. This occurs
despite systems quickly gaining ground in computing power and intelligence, allowing for autonomous behavior, self-orga-
nization abilities, adaptability, and even self-healing when faced with component failures or malicious attacks. It might be
somewhat ironic to a person unaware of interoperability challenges that such powerful and intelligent entities are not mak-
ing equally great strides in talking to each other.

Each oppnet serves a certain application. Oppnet goals can be realized by alleviating first of all the communication prob-
lems for the application—including bottlenecks and gaps—that are often the root causes of resource, service, or capability
shortages (similarly as transportation inadequacies—not a lack of food in the world—are the root causes of famines). Once
this is achieved, an oppnet can next assist its application in obtaining all kinds of other resources, services or capabilities
(e.g., storage resources, format conversion services, and image processing capabilities).

1.2. Oppnets as a generalization of the opportunistic networks paradigm

To the best of our knowledge, oppnets or opportunistic resource utilization networks defined by us are a novel subarea of
networks. An earlier paper co-authored by one of us [3] was the first to define opportunistic sensor networks (which we view
now as a subclass of oppnets). We added the words ‘‘resource utilization” to the original full name of our paradigm (i.e.,
‘‘opportunistic networks” [15,16]) to differentiate our ‘‘opportunistic resource utilization networks” (or oppnets) very clearly
from the other ‘‘opportunistic networks.”1 The latter exhibit only quite restricted class 1 opportunism (as we call it) limited, e.g.,
to opportunistic communication when devices are within each other’s range. In contrast, oppnets aim to fully exploit so called
class 2 opportunism by relying on an opportunistic expansion and opportunistic utilization of resources gained by this expansion

1 When our first papers mentioning oppnets [3,16] were being prepared for publication, the search for the term ‘‘opportunistic networks” had shown that it
was unused, so we chose the term for our invention. In the meantime other networks using the name ‘‘opportunistic” have appeared.
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[19]. Networks with built-in specialized facilities for opportunistic data forwarding or dissemination [28,30] might be consid-
ered ‘‘class 1.5” opportunistic networks [19].

Oppnets differ from traditional networks, in which the nodes of a single network are all deployed together, with the net-
work size and locations of its nodes pre-designed. In oppnets, the initial seed oppnet grows into an expanded oppnet by taking
in foreign nodes. Thus, oppnets constitute the category of networks where diverse devices, not employed initially as its
nodes, join the original set of seed nodes to become helpers assisting the oppnet in realization of its goals.

Oppnets are an example of developing application-oriented specializations of ad hoc, P2P and other networks (cf. [18]).
They provide application-oriented primitives to opportunistic systems, significantly reducing development efforts.

1.3. Oppnet characteristics and oppnet-based applications leveraging them

Due to their characteristics, use of oppnets is most beneficial for applications that are well supported by a network char-
acterized by the following properties:

� Starts with a small network, known as a seed network or a seed.
� Requires high interoperability.
� Uses highly heterogeneous software and hardware components.
� Can provide access to diverse resources/services/capabilities obtained from helpers that are outside of the seed.
� Is able to maintain persistent connectivity with helpers once connections are established.

These characteristics make oppnets an excellent match, for instance, for emergency preparedness and response (EPR) appli-
cations [15]. Therefore, oppnets should be a much more natural foundation for EPR applications than many other systems
currently used as a basis for EPR applications, starting from the classic ones (e.g., [12]) to the most advanced ones—mobile
[22] and mesh networks [4,24].

Oppnets should have a strong impact on domains other than EPR or its sister homeland security applications, such as
intelligence and warning, border and transportation security, domestic counterterrorism, protecting critical infrastructure,
and defending against catastrophic terrorism [25]. We see room for oppnets, e.g., in precision agriculture; entertainment,
especially computer gaming; environmental control; healthcare, including emergency care; manufacturing; military, includ-
ing surveillance and battlespace information management; and transportation. As any emerging technology, oppnets will
lead network-based systems into new application niches as yet hard to imagine.

Privacy and security issues are absolutely critical for oppnets (and for all pervasive computing systems). We refer the
interested reader to our publications which discuss these issues [14,16,17]. Note that oppnets, as most non-trivial technol-
ogies, can be malevolent—deployed to harm humans, their artifacts, and their technical infrastructures [16].

1.4. Paper organization

This paper describes the oppnets, their implementation framework for oppnet-based applications, and their pilot version.
The next section describes the basic oppnet operations. Section 3 discusses the Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM)—a proposed
standard implementation framework for oppnet applications, and shows standard OVM primitives. Section 4 presents the
design and operations of a small-scale oppnet, named MicroOppnet, originally developed as a proof of concept. It is now
being extended to serve as a testbed for experimentation and pilot implementations of oppnet architectures and their com-
ponents. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of our work, and sketches plans for future investigations.

2. Basic oppnet operations

This section shows basic oppnet activities and basic oppnet application scenarios.

2.1. Seed oppnets and oppnet helpers

2.1.1. Seed oppnets
Each oppnet starts as a seed oppnet—a set of nodes employed together at the time of the initial network deployment (cf.

Fig. 1a). The seed is pre-designed, and can be viewed as a network in its own right. It might be very small, in the extreme
consisting of a single node.

A subset of seed nodes constitutes a distributed Control Center (CC) or Controller. CC can grow the oppnet into the expanded
oppnet by admitting other nodes (cf. Fig. 1b). It can also shrink the oppnet by releasing or expelling any of its nodes. Admitted
nodes are called helpers. In addition to regular helpers, we can also have lites (which are ‘‘lightweight helpers” of limited
capabilities, such as smoke or carbon dioxide detectors). Lites are oppnet-enabled, that is equipped with inexpensive, simple
means of standard oppnet communications. In this way, even lites can be triggered to operate in the oppnet mode when
needed and commanded to do so by a CC. Regular helpers, but not lites, can discover and may admit other helpers. Thus,
an oppnet node can be: a CC node; a non-CC seed nodes; a regular (non-lite) helper; or a lite.
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2.1.2. Potential helpers and their discovery
The set of potential helpers for oppnets is very broad, including communication, computing and sensor systems, wired and

wireless, free-standing and embedded. As pervasive computing progresses, the candidate pool will continue increasing dra-
matically: in infrastructures, buildings, vehicles, appliances, etc.

More densely populated areas will have, in general, a denser coverage by potential helpers. Thus, it will be easier to lever-
age capabilities of an oppnet in such areas. This is a desirable property: more resources become available in areas with a
possibility of more human victims and more property damage.

Before a seed oppnet can grow, it must discover its own set of potential helpers available to it. In addition to a mere look-
up of a previously prepared information (e.g., a directory), which is often referred to as ‘‘discovery,” we mean also much more
challenging true discovery. True discovery could involve an oppnet node scanning the spectrum for signals or beacons, and
collecting enough information to contact their senders.

2.1.3. Candidates, helpers, and utilizing helpers
The potential helpers that are considered promising and are contacted by an oppnet, become its candidate helpers or can-

didates. Candidates admitted into an oppnet become its actual helpers.
Oppnets can utilize resources of helpers to significantly enhance their capabilities. This has the form of leveraging of all

kinds of resources and ‘‘skills” (provided by smart or intelligent software) that new helpers bring with them. In this way,
oppnets obtain a lot of help effectively and efficiently (even for free in emergency situations, as discussed later).

Use of helper functionalities can be innovative in at least two ways. First, oppnets are able to exploit dormant capabilities
of their helpers. For instance, even entities with no obvious sensing capabilities can be used for sensing: (a) a desktop can
‘‘sense” its user’s presence at the keyboard; (b) a smart refrigerator monitoring opening of its door can ‘‘sense” presence of
potential victims at home in a disaster area. As another example, the water infrastructure sensornet (sensor network) with
multi-modal sensor capabilities, which is positioned near roads, can be directed to sense vehicular movement, or the lack
thereof.

Second, helpers might be used in novel combinations of existing technologies, as in the following scenario. A seed oppnet
is deployed in a metropolitan area after an earthquake. It finds many potential helpers, and integrates some of them into an
expanded oppnet. One of the nodes of the expanded oppnet, a surveillance system, ‘‘looks” at a public area scene with many
objects. The image is passed to an oppnet node that analyzes it, and recognizes one of the objects as an overturned car (cf.
Fig. 1b). Another node decides that the license plate of the car should be read. As the oppnet currently includes no image
analysis specialist, a helper with such capabilities is found and integrated into the oppnet. It reads the license plate number.
The license plate number is used by another newly integrated helper to check in a vehicle database whether the car is
equipped with a vehicular communications (VC) system, such as the OnStarTM system [27]. If it is, the appropriate VC center
facility is contacted, becomes a helper, and obtains a connection with the VC device in the car. The VC device in the car be-
comes a helper and is asked to contact body area networks (BANs) on and within bodies of car occupants, or their personal area
networks (PANs). Each BAN or PAN available in the car becomes a helper and reports on the vital signs or other characteristics
of its owner. The reports from BANs and PANs are analyzed by dispatching nodes that schedule the responder teams to en-
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Fig. 1. Seed oppnet and expanded oppnet.
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sure that people in the most serious condition are rescued sooner than the ones that can wait for help longer. (Please note
that with the exception of the BAN link that is just a bit futuristic—its widespread availability could be measured in years not
in decades—all other node and helper capabilities used in the scenario are already quite common.)

2.2. Growth of seed oppnet into expanded oppnet

A seed oppnet grows into an expanded oppnet after admitting new helpers. For example, the expanded oppnet in Fig. 1b
admitted these helpers: (a) a computer network, contacted via a wired Internet link; (b) a cellphone infrastructure (repre-
sented by the cellphone tower), contacted via oppnet’s cellphone peripheral; (c) a satellite, contacted via a direct satellite
link; (d) a home area network (HAN), contacted via an intelligent appliance (e.g., a refrigerator) with a wireless link; (e) a Wi-
MAX network, contacted via a WiMAX relay; (f) BANs of occupants of an overturned car, contacted via a vehicular commu-
nications system, such as OnStar.

For predictable disasters (like hurricanes), a seed oppnet can be put into action and its buildup into an expanded oppnet
started (or even completed) before the disaster, when it is still much easier to locate and invite other nodes and clusters into
the oppnet. As an example, the first invited helpers could be the sensornets deployed for structural damage monitoring and
assessment in buildings, roads, and bridges.

Helpers are either invited or ordered to join. In the former case, contacted candidates are free to either join or refuse the
invitation. In the latter case, they must accept being conscripted in the spirit of citizens called to arms (or suffer the conse-
quences of going AWOL).

2.3. Asking or ordering helpers and oppnet reserve

Ordering candidate helpers to join may seem controversial, and requires addressing. First, it is obvious that any candidate
can be asked to join in any situation. Second, any candidate can be ordered to join in life-or-death situations. It is an analogy to
citizens being required by law to assist with their property (e.g., vehicles) and labor in saving lives or critical resources. Third,
some candidates can always be ordered to become helpers in emergencies. They include many kinds of computing and com-
munication systems serving police, firefighters, the National Guard, etc. Also, the federal/local governments can make some
of their systems available upon an order from an emergency oppnet.

The category of systems always available on an order of an emergency or other critical-application oppnet includes sys-
tems that volunteer—actually, ‘‘are volunteered” by their owners. In an analogy to Army, Air Force, and other Reserves, they
all can be named collectively as the oppnet reserve. Individually they are oppnet reservists. As in the case in the human
reservists, volunteers sign up for oppnet reserve for some incentives, be they financial, moral, etc. Once they sign up, they
are ‘‘trained” for an active duty: facilities assisting oppnets in their discovery and contacting them are installed on them.
For example, a standard Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM) software (cf. Section 3) is installed on them. The ‘‘training” makes
reservists highly prepared for their oppnet duties.

Oppnet reserve is not necessary for the oppnet paradigm but very helpful for at least two reasons. First, oppnet reservists
in an incident area increase the pool of candidates that can be ordered—rather than asked—by an oppnet to join it. Second,
having ‘‘trained” reservists (e.g., OVM-equipped ones) significantly simplifies discovery of candidates. Specifically, it facili-
tates finding by an oppnet the very first contact in an incident area, which is always most difficult. Once a reservist joins
an oppnet, reservist’s own contacts become easy next-wave contacts for the oppnet.

For EPR applications, at least one reservist must survive an incident. There will be numerous reservists in practically every
area of the country, the more reservists the more densely populated is an area. Thus, we are practically guaranteed—for all
but the most cataclysmic disasters—that some reservists will survive.

By employing helpers working for free as volunteers or conscripts, oppnets can be extremely competitive economically in
their operation. Full realization of this crucial property requires determining the most appropriate incentives for volunteers
and enforcements for conscripts.

2.4. Dealing with unintended consequences of employing helpers

Integrating helpers by oppnets could have dangerous unintended consequences such as disruptions of operations of life-
support and life-saving systems, traffic lights, utilities, wireline and wireless phones, the Internet, etc. To protect critical
operations of oppnets and helpers joining an oppnet, oppnets must obey the following principles:

� Oppnets must not disrupt critical operations of potential helpers. In particular, they must not take over any resources of life-
support and life-saving systems.

� For potential helpers running non-critical services, risk evaluation must be performed by an oppnet before they are asked
or ordered to join the oppnet. This task may be simplified by potential helpers identifying their own risk levels, according
to a standard risk level classification.

� Privacy and security of oppnets and helpers must be assured, especially in the oppnet growth process.
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2.5. The basic sequence of oppnet operations

The basic sequence of oppnet operations is shown in Fig. 2. Let us note that upon accepting an invitation a candidate is
admitted into the oppnet, becoming its helper. Oppnet’s tasks can be offloaded to or distributed among all helpers (Collab-
orative processing in Fig. 2).

The Command Center—either augmenting human operators or fully autonomous—presides over the operations of the
oppnet throughout its lifetime. If the oppnet needs more resources for to achieve its goal, the process repeats, and once
the goal of the oppnet has been achieved, the helpers are released.

3. Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM)

The Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM) is a part of the oppnet project. The goal of OVM work is proposing a standard to facil-
itate oppnet implementations by different software vendors. The OVM standards will also assure interoperability among
these different oppnet implementations and third-party oppnet products. OVM will assist in developing and marketing stan-
dard library routines and APIs for all kinds of applications.

3.1. OVM primitives

The OVM primitives are intended for use by all those who want to write programs in C/C++/C# or Java for oppnets and any
oppnet-enabled devices. This includes individual application programmers, manufactures of hardware devices, and creators
of environments and tools. In order to be attractive to this wide audience, the standard must provide a simple, easy-to-use
interface. As planned now, this standard will not specify program construction tools, debugging facilities, support for task
management, or underlying mechanisms for communications. However, oppnet features that are not included in the
OVM standard can always be offered as extensions by specific implementations.

Our standardization work follows the models of MPI [8] and PVM [31] used in grid computing.
Recall that at any moment a node belongs to only one of the four categories: CC nodes, seed nodes, helpers, and lites.

Tables 1 and 2 show partial lists of the primitives offered by OVM for the oppnet’s CC nodes and seed nodes. (Similar
tables with primitives offered by OVM for the oppnet’s helpers and lites are not included here due to space limitations
but are available in Ref. [11].) The OVM primitives for the four categories of nodes have prefixes CTRL_, SEED_, HLPR_
and LITE. A description of all primitives is available elsewhere [11].

Separate primitives for the four node classes help preventing situations when a node attempts to plays a role of a node
from another node class. The two main advantages of having distinct primitive classes are better security and resource
savings [15].
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Fig. 2. The basic sequence of oppnet operations.
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3.2. Example oppnet EPR application scenario

The following simple scenario illustrates an oppnet EPR application. In a natural disaster area, one priority is to find sur-
vivors caged in houses and cut off by earthquake, hurricane, or flooding. After the oppnet seed is deployed, the oppnet ex-
pands by admitting helpers and lites. Among others, the motion sensors embedded in Bluetooth-equipped smoke detectors
will become oppnet lites. If a lite detects any movement, data will be transmitted to oppnet coordinators.

The sequence chart for such a scenario is displayed in Fig. 3. (Messages are labeled with the names of primitives sending
them. Reliable message delivery is assumed.) The chart shows how seed nodes obtain information from a lite via a helper.
The lite runs a small oppnet application.

The pseudocode for oppnet seed nodes is shown in Fig. 4. (Pseudocodes for helpers and lites are not included here due to
space limitations but are available in Refs. [11,15]. CC nodes are reactive systems that respond to human commands and
process data reported from oppnet seeds. Since their main activities do not require oppnet primitives, we omit their pseudo-
code. The pseudocodes are significantly simplified, serving illustrative purposes only.)

Table 1
Partial list of OVM primitives for CC nodes.

Name of the primitive Functions of the primitive

CTRL_start Initiate oppnet
CTRL_end Terminate oppnet
CTRL_cmd Send command to seed nodes

Table 2
Partial list of OVM primitives for seed nodes.

Name of the primitive Functions of the primitive

SEED_scan Scan communication spectrum to detect devices that could become candidate helpers
SEED_discover Discover candidate helpers with a specific communication mechanism
SEED_listen Receive and save messages in a buffer
SEED_validate Verify the received command
SEED_isMember Check if a device is already an oppnet node (oppnet member)
SEED_evalAdmit Evaluate a device and admit it into the oppnet if the device meets criteria for admittance
SEED_sendTask Send a task to another oppnet device
SEED_delegateTask Delegate a task that requires a permission from the delegating entity
SEED_release Release a helper when no longer needed
SEED_processMsg Process a message from a buffer
SEED_report Report information to the control center/coordinator

Fig. 3. Sequence chart for an example oppnet application scenario.
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The nodes of an expanded oppnet (all four categories) keep listening to commands from the oppnet’s CC or other autho-
rized nodes (e.g., a helper can accept tasks from another helper). When a command C is received by a node, the node first
verifies C. The verification may include: (i) checking sender’s access rights; (ii) checking security level of C; (iii) estimating
resources needed to carry out C. The command will be executed if it passes the checks. For instance, a command that requires
connection via Wi-Fi will not pass Check (iii) if the device has a Bluetooth connectivity only.

Oppnet helpers and lites perform their regular activities until they are integrated into an oppnet, in which case they
switch to a well-defined emergency mode.

4. Design and sample application scenario for MicroOppnet

This section discusses design and operations of MicroOppnet v.2.2., which was developed as a proof of concept and a test-
bed for oppnets. This small-scale prototype integrates Bluetooth, wireless Internet, and sensornets.

4.1. Overview of MicroOppnet

The requirements for MicroOppnet included project goals and evaluation criteria. Based on them, design choices were
specified, and decisions made. The details, omitted here due to space restrictions, are available elsewhere [10].

The resulting current version of MicroOppnet built by us is both a small-scale proof of concept and a testbed for class 2
opportunistic networks (oppnets), since it not only allows opportunistic communications but also opportunistically accesses
sensornet nodes to perform sensing. It is, though, rudimentary in its class 2 opportunism, hence the prefix ‘‘micro” in the
name ‘‘MicroOppnet” (‘‘micro” can also be understood in relation to its small size).

MicroOppnet is a platform on which functional parameters can be investigated in order to design, implement, test, and
fine-tune oppnet components, such as OVM primitives, protocols, and architectures. Non-functional parameters—including
quality of service (QoS) parameters (throughput, delay, reliability, accuracy, scalability, etc.)—can also be investigated.

The seed oppnet for MicroOppnet v.2.2 (cf. Fig. 5) consists of Workstation A with a Bluetooth (BT) adapter and a serial port
connection to Sensornet Base Station BS1, and BS1. The seed searches for BT devices and initiates a connection with them.
Alternatively, a BT-enabled device—a Victim cellphone in our example—can find the seed and initiate a connection. Once a
connection has been established, the Victim cellphone can send a message to the seed, for example, the help message. This
message is then forwarded via Base Station BS1, and then through the sensor network. In MicroOppnet, the sensornet con-
sists of 10 Mica2 Motes and 6 Stargate sensornet gateways. Some of the gateways are also connected to Mica2 Motes.

Base Station BS2 at the other end of the sensornet is connected to Laptop B. Once the help message is propagated via BS2
to Laptop B, a Java TCP/IP client socket connection is initiated with Remote Java (Database) Server. The help message and the
location of a device that sent it are logged on this server.

Remote Java (Database) Server can be queried by remote users employing either traditional computing devices or Java-
enabled devices. In our example, the Responder cellphone employs T-MobileTM Virtual Private Network (VPN).

The seed can broadcast to the sensornet a variety of messages in addition to the help message—e.g., start_sensing,
log_sensing, retrieve_log. The messages can be used, for instance, to start temperature sensing, to log temperature

Fig. 4. Pseudocode for seed nodes in the scenario.
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in the EEPROM of the sensor, or to retrieve the logged data from the sensor network. The retrieved temperature readings can
be logged at Remote Java (Database) Server. Then, they can either be queried by remote users via wireless Internet, or be
broadcast by the seed oppnet on the BT channels.

MicroOppnet v.2.2 integrates three communication media and frequency ranges: BT (2.4 GHz), a sensor network (916/
896/433 MHz), and the wireless Internet using 802.11b/g (at 2.4 GHz, i.e., using the same frequency as BT).

4.2. Design of MicroOppnet

Fig. 6 shows the flow of control for MicroOppnet of Fig. 5 in terms of the OVM primitives. The flow can begin with: (a) an
active discovering of candidates—using SEED_discover; (b) with a passive wait—using SEED_listen, when candidates
search for and initiate connection with the seed; or (c) with dispatching a task for the sensornet—using SEED_sendTask.
In MicroOppnet, communication for (a) and (b) is only over the Bluetooth (BT) medium.

Messages from nodes wishing to use MicroOppnet are processed. Tasks are delegated to the appropriate helpers. In
MicroOppnet, there are only two sets of helpers: the nodes of the sensornet, and Remote Java (Database) Server.

Messages from a user such as Victim in Fig. 5 can be forwarded from the seed’s Sensornet Base BS1 to helpers using the
SEED_sendTask primitive. The nodes in the sensornet process the message using HLPR_processMsg and then perform the
task using HLPR_runApp. If the task is sensing, then the Sensor Network Nodes will start or stop sensing as required. Other-
wise, they will forward either the received message or their temperature sensor readings as directed. When a message is
received by another sensornet gateway or another base station (e.g., by BS2), it is logged on Remote Java (Database) Server.
If the task was to retrieve sensor-measured temperature, then BS2 aggregates sensornet readings and floods the result back
through the sensornet to BS1.

Devices such as Responder (cf. Fig. 5) can send the message retrieve_log to Remote Java (Database) Server, which is a
helper. This server uses the HLPR_listen primitive to be in a listening mode. This allows its log to be queried for specific
tasks and retrieve the appropriate messages. The server can process any TCP/IP socket connection.

Summarizing, MicroOppnet supports the following tasks: (i) communication tasks: flooding messages and retrieving sen-
sor readings; and (ii) sensing tasks: starting and stopping sensing. All these tasks rely on opportunism. In more detail, the
following is the exhaustive list of all tasks using resources opportunistically:

� Communication over the BT medium.
� Communication over the sensornet medium.
� Communication using TCP/IP over a wired or wireless Internet.
� Temperature sensing using sensornet nodes.

The first three tasks use class 1 opportunism, and only the last task relies on class 2 opportunism—by leveraging the sens-
ing resources of MicroOppnet helpers. Thanks to the last task, we can claim that MicroOppnet is a class 2 opportunistic net-
work, albeit a rudimentary one (exploiting only one type of non-communication resources).

We conclude this subsection with two notes. First, MANET routing [29,34] is used in MicroOppnet, so every node is a rou-
ter. Second, implementation details, not included due to space limitations, can be found in Ref. [10].

4.3. Sample application scenario for MicroOppnet

To illustrate use of MicroOppnet, let us consider an emergency scenario: a fire in a large office building. Suppose that
some workers were unable to evacuate. Most of them tried to use their cellphones to call for help. Many succeeded but many
failed to get a connection since the cellphone infrastructure was overloaded at that time with calls being made by thousands
of workers and passers-by outside of the building.

Firefighters can put a MicroOppnet to use. They deploy around the office building the MicroOppnet seed, consisting of
laptops and networks connecting them. The Bluetooth (BT) Class 1 connectivity becomes an essential communications capa-
bility. (BT Class 1 has the range of approx. 100 meters. Note that BT Class 1 has nothing in common with class 1 or class 2
opportunistic networks—the similarity of names is coincidental.) MicroOppnet uses BT Class 1 connectivity to discover all
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Fig. 5. Structure of MicroOppnet v.2.2.
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kinds of BT-enabled helpers. An owner of any such helper can now communicate with the firefighters via the expanded
MicroOppnet (consisting of the seed plus all helpers that joined it).

We used so far only class 1 opportunism in MicroOppnet. To show how class 2 opportunism can be used, suppose that
MicroOppnet is now commanded to contact and query for temperature readings all sensing nodes within the building. They
include a multitude of oppnet-enabled devices (in this example, oppnet-enabled means BT-enabled), including ubiquitous
smoke and motion detectors with add-in multisensor capabilities. The obtained temperature readings, aggregated at the
Remote Java (Database) Server, are used to plot the heat profile for the building. The profile, together with location informa-

Fig. 6. Flow of control in MicroOppnet v.2.2.
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tion gathered by BT-equipped helpers before, can be used by the firefighters to find the best routes for reaching people
trapped in the building by fire. Many other pervasive communications technologies could be used in parallel with BT (but
our example is complete even without them).

5. Conclusions and future work

We proposed categorization of opportunistic networks known from the literature into class 1 opportunistic networks and
even ‘‘more opportunistic” class 2 opportunistic networks or oppnets. Class 2 opportunistic networks or oppnets constitute a
new, highly specialized category of ad hoc networks, proposed by us. As shown, they provide an unprecedented leveraging
potential for growing from a small seed network into a very powerful network, and using this growth to acquire at low or no
cost vast communication, computing, sensing, storage, and other capabilities.

We introduced Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM), a standard implementation framework for oppnets, and presented OVM
primitives for four categories of oppnet nodes, namely control center nodes, seed nodes, helper nodes, and lites (i.e., light-
weight nodes). We gave an overview of an example oppnet application scenario.

We described design and operations of MicroOppnet, a small-scale oppnet, which serves not only as a proof of concept
but is currently being extended as a testbed providing stimulation and feedback needed for designing, implementing, testing
and optimizing performance of: (a) oppnet primitives; (b) routing, privacy and security, and other oppnet protocols; (c) opp-
net architectures (cf. architectures for other advanced networks [1,2,5,7,21,23,26]).

We see many challenges for future oppnet research. We continue investigation of oppnet fundamentals, including novel
oppnet architectures with their associated components: methods, protocols, and algorithms. Examples of future research
tasks—only the ones related to MicroOppnet implementation and investigation—include the following:

(1) Extending the rudimentary class 2 opportunism of MicroOppnet to a more substantial class 2 opportunism—by more
fully implementing the opportunistic growth mechanisms of class 2 opportunistic networks.

(2) Including comprehensive privacy and security mechanism to assure confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentica-
tion, non-repudiation, etc.

(3) Implementing a specialized oppnet routing protocol (cf. [33]) to replace the current generic MANET-like routing (cf.
[29,34]).

(4) Extending the range of communication media by using, for example, infrared spectrum, WiMAX, and RFIDs.
(5) Implementing detection of a wider variety of helpers via a broader range of communications technologies. The current

version of MicroOppnet detects only Bluetooth devices. It is unable to detect, e.g., sensornet nodes, and incorporate
them into the oppnet.

(6) Implementing Service Discovery Protocols, including protocols based on beacons, advertising, service location and
planning [9], and Software Defined Radio or Cognitive Radio.

(7) Implementing release of helpers by an oppnet after they performed their ‘‘tour of duty” for the oppnet.

Broader open issues and challenges for the oppnet paradigm are discussed in some detail in Ref. [18]. Examples of such
issues include: optimizing the seed oppnet infrastructure; developing methods for detecting useful helpers, inviting them,
controlling them; developing methods for deciding which tasks should be ‘‘offloaded” by oppnet to which helpers; proposing
techniques for coordinating helper tasks by oppnets; proposing ways of managing oppnets, including control of privacy and
security in oppnets.

We should finally note that oppnets are a technology moving us towards the vision of pervasive computing.
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